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P REFACE`

This booklet is an attempt to provide librarians with a short
summary of the arguments in favor of library photocopying,
combined with a status report on how these arguments have fared
in the courts and in Congress. It does not pretend to shed
startling new light'on the subject of copyright, nor does it
propose to be a source document for lawyers' debates. This is
a pari,\.tisan document. . It sets forth primarily the librarians'
side f. the debate. But only if librarians are aware of the
issues nd can effectively present their case- will,a reasonable
solution to the photocopying problem be possible.

t

No portion of this booklet is copyrighted. Reproduction by
Photoduplication or any other means is not only permittod bait
sincerely encouraged.

--Christopher,Wright
Assistant Director
Washington Office
American Library Association

June 1974
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THE ISSUES,

Librarians since Herbert Putnam have been warily watching the develop-

ment of copyright law in the United States, aware of its importance to the

country's tradition of library service. In recei't years the Williams .&

Wilkins suit and. the growing controversy over photocop) ing have placed the

pwlit"s right to in'ormation in a new and critical perspective.

Copyright is, essentially, the right of an author or artist to benefit

from the sale of the product of his intellectual labor. Article 1 Section 8

of the H.S. Constitution establish,,s this right when it says, "The Congress

flall have power ... to promote the progress of science and useful arts, by

-4v,.-uringfJr limited times to authors a'id inventors the exclusive rights to

their respective writings and discoveries."

to tbe- (-lir-pont -1y,/nmon+ nishli4bors riaim that hv offerino photocopies of

=terial in the library to patrons through interlibrary loan, libraries are

ilifripging on the author's right. nn the other hand, librarians assert that

:he nuolic has a right to published material on the library shelves and that

tht, right of reader to cony this material, whether on a photocony machine

or kith a quill pen, is guaranteed in the Constitution by the nhrase "to

romot the oregress of science and the useful arts."

%lore important than the simple monetary question of whether the public

;h1- to ply a royaltyi for photoconies of material in the library is the

qutstion (14' whether a publisher has the right to prohibit any reader

C 17- :ilaking any kind of core which is not intended for resale. Copylivlit

pro-;cribe,; the "publication" of someone else's work. But a reader who

1-or a nhotocory of an article from Time magazine is hardly in the

nw.ines,; of "publishing" me.

fllu-, the i-ue becomes wLether a puiblisher can stop a reader from

.:,. or havini, his agent, the library, cony) a portion of a published

An the :-.Iblisher cut ocf the reader's access to information unless

!a- pay; an arbitrary royalty fee?

Ii:volved in this debate over the right of libraries to photeconv

that the own is the ultimate question of how America's libraries

;:l oi;:nt to modern te::hnology -- to systems management, computerized

-!,)rave and expanding communications networks.

:ending convrig:tt legislation cuts hack sharply on the practical

Y', itlltic'ti for libraries to use modern phetodunlication and transmission

tt.,hridues to share resources it will out an end to far-reachini7 cooperative



ventures and return libraries to the simple, homely pattern of the 19th
century. If the courts decide that a publisher has a right to collect
royalties for every page of an article reproduced on a library photocopying
machine, curtailing the ability of the library to make the materials already
on the shelves available to a larger public than the man standing in front
of the check-out desk, a major attempt to provide access to information will
have been cut short.

Libraries are already in a state of precarious financial health. The

increased burden of royalty payments and institutional subscription charges
for the privilege of photocopying will mean in many cas..!s library plzrens
will do without. The penalty will fall equally on users of the small rural
library and the major research institution. Unable to borrow, buy or lend,
libraries wi.11 revert to isolated collections offering readers limited
resources at best.

Barbara Ringer, the Register of Copyrights, has called the current sta;,-
mate over photocopying "the most dangerous, most difficult and the most
urgent problem" facing the library/publishing community today.1/ Until this
question is settled, the future of new library management techniques and
acquisition policies remains in limbo.

What will a hard-line approach to photocopying do to a burgeoning
regional science information network, for instance? Or how much value will a

fn pnywriphted materials undo...,

copyright law? rven basic day-to-day questions are affected. How many copies
of a journal will you retain at the end of a year if you aren't permitted to
photocopy it? How much will you budget for postage if it means sending the
whole hook to a patron instead .)f just a copy of the title page?

For these reasons it seems important that librarians have a simple digest
of the issues at stake in recent copyright developments.

This boohlet doesn't prPtend to give all the arguments of one ide, much
less both sides. It ,r.-eks to give, in concise a form as possible, the reasons
why librarians should be cnncerned with copyright. It includes a description,
in the words or the library profession's own spokesmen, of the issues in-
volved in the Williams 6 Wi:kins case, the principal copyright litigation at
this moment, plus portions o' the opinions of the original hearing examiner
and subsequently of the Court of Claims in the case.

Pie booklet also dv,crihe recent trends io couright leOslation and
wLat this might mean for libraries and the public. Fxcerpts of relevant por-
t ion, .)f the latet copyright bill he'..)re congre,:s (`;. 17i61) and comments on
the draft committee renort on the hill are also included.

Finally, a genoral cocl is,on follows adding a few thoughts on the social
and economic is.:us underlying the current debate over copyright.
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Behind the skirmish liner, sniping away from one outpost
or another, two main bodies of opinion may ba forming.
The martial analogy is closer to Vletnam than to Waterloo
but too main-force positions can be ident;fied amidst the
swirl of debate.

--Ralph S. Brown, Jr.
Professor of Law, Yale Law School

from "Copyright: An Overview" in
Libraries At Lam

In 1968 the National Advisory Commission on Libraries and information

-'cience asked Dan Lacy, senior vice-presid,:nt of McGraw-Hill, and Verner

:lapp, then a consultant for the Council on Library Resources, to prepare

essentially opposing papers on copyright for the Commission. The two points

view, titled "Copyright: A Proprietor's Vive and "Copyright: A

!.'',r::rian's View" were subsequently printed in the Commission's opus,

Lii:r-Lrie at Lar&e, with an introductory essay by Ralph S. Brown, Jr a Yale

professor and copyright specialist.?/

All thiee men wrote with an eye on. Capitol Hill and the proposed

.ri;:ht Revision Bill3/, a measure which has yet to emerge after three

Conyresses. Lacy stressed that there was little essential dif-

.:er:nce between th views of librarians and those of publishers. A publ:sh-

.I.u-try stimulated by anti-photocopying legislation would quickly and

mply come to the aid of librarians and teachers in need of multile
tiested. Brown argued that concession.i must be made by both

le,;, bet be supported the basic theory that libraries would sooner or
t yr have t a pay some kind of licensing fee for photocopying. "The new

*-:i1J,li,gies with their speed and abundance, raise formidable challenges

cn-enienc,, and efficiency to the copyright system," he wrote. "The costs

Icd1AilkV, that is, of obtainirg information aLout claims to copyright,

i t be hioui,ht down, and the costs of using copyright works bargained out.

ThAt is where the main t ffort is needed."

Verner Clapp, however, asserted that the wore. "copy" contained in the

:00 copyright statute4/ applied specifically to ':he ccpying of artistic

.:rtations, not literary productions; that the authors of the law had even



expected libraries to 'photocopy copyrighted materials; and, in short, that

both historically and textually the publishers hrdn't a leg to stand on. His

opening salvo aet the tone of the work" "A principal purpose--in some

senses the principal purpose--for which libraries exist is to facilitate

the copying of relevant documents."

Six years later the Cia- paper continues to be an extremely forceful

statement of the librarian's ?osition. Tracing back the history of the

word "copy" in today's'copyright law, Clapp showed that the word came

from an English law of 1735 which dealt with reproductions of prints, which

was termed "copying" as opposed to the reproduction of books, mach was

termed "printing."5/

"In the first general revision of the United States copyright law (1831)

music was added to the publications previously covered by copyright. But

now for purposes of specifying infringement the classes of publications

subject to copyright were divided nit° two categories, differentiated by

method of multiplication of copies. One section of the law dealt with

publications multiplied from type, namely books; this specified infringement

as to print. The other dealt with publications typically multiplied from

plates, namely, maps, carts, prints and music; this specified infringement

as to copy.6/

"The second general revision of the United States copyright law took
In.-0n 7/ .1.;, .A4 1romnq statues. statuary

and other art works to the classes of material subject to copyright. tlither-

to the basic right of copyright, that of multiplication of copies, had

always been expressed through the use of the terms "print" and "reprint." It was

obvious that these terms did not aptly describe the multiplication of

copies of paintings and statues. In consequence, the verb copy :{in its

participial form) was borrowed from the infringement section for prints

and other plate-produced publications of the previous act and inserted in

the specification-of-copyright section oi the new act. This now read as

follows:

pkiny citizen of the United States, or resident therein, who

shall he the author, invent)r, designer, or proprietor of any

hook, map, ch=art, dramatic or musical composition, engraving,

cut, print, or photograph or negative thereof, or of a painting,

drawing, chromo, statue, statuary, and of models or designs

intended to be perfected as works of the fine arts...shall...

have the sole liberty of printing, reprinting, publishing,

completing, copying, executing, finishing, and vemding the same...

"Here the verb copy was for the first time associated with books. But

it was clear that it did not apply tc books, for the infringement sections

of the act still separated the type- produced publications (books) from

the others and still specified infringement for z.he former as to print and

infringement for the latter as to ,-opy. Any claim of exclusive right to

copy a book based on the presence this word in the specification-of-

copyright section would have fDundered on its omission in the infringement

section."

But when the 1909 att was drafted the detailed specifications for

-4-



infringements were combined and the verb "copy" was included with the

book- oriented words "print, reprint, publish."

"In summary, the exclusive right to copy was created in 1909 as the

result of two accidents of bill drafting. The first of these had occurred

in 1870 when the vrb copy (in the participial form) was added to the

specification of dbpyright in order to describe the multiplication of

copies of works of art. The second was in 1909 when the application of

the word was permitted to extend to books and other copyrightable works

as the result of the dropping of the detailed specification of infringe-

ments which had until then restricted the application of the word to the

multiplication of copies of publications printed from plates and of works

of art. The previous use of the word in copyright law (beginning in 1735)

had been as the equivalent of to "print", i.e. to mass-produce copies for

purposes of publication! and there is nothing in the legislative history

of the Act of 1909 to suggest that its meaning was there being changed

or that the framers of the law had any intention whatever of extending

its meaning to single-copying. Iu consequence, it is incorrectly pre-

sumed to apply to the making of single copies."

Brushing aside the publishers' claims that photocopying was cutting

into their rightful markets, Clapp suggested "...it may be suspeCted that

it is not so much the loss of sales of copies that copyright proprietors

object to as the loss of opportunity to realize an additional profit from

the photocopying. But as pointed out earlier, (a) it is not the policy of

the United States copyright law to extend copyright to non-profit uses of

copyrighted works where publication of the work is not involved; and (b) the

subservience of the interest if the copyright proprie-cor to the public

interest sometimes requires the foregoing of potential profit. This

would appear to be one of those occasions."

Finally, he said, copying in libraries is only one of many

occasions in which photocopies are made of copyrighted material.

may be pointed out that many more copying devices exist in

commercial, industrial, business, professional and even in domestic

establishments than in libraries. It would he impossible to police the

wc of the former. It would be discriminatory to extend copyright to the

use of the latter merely because it is possible to police them.

"By the same token any attewpt to extend copyright to library copying

would he self-defeating. As has been cogently stated "Mt would cost

dimes to collect pennies" from the copying devices in libraries8/."
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WILLIAMS AND WILKINS VS. THE UNITED STATES

"The probable effect on scientific progress goes without

saying, but for this part of our discussion the significant

element is that plaintiff, as publisher and copyright owner,

would not be better off. Plaintiff would merely be the dog

in the manger."

-- Judge Oscar H. Davis
U.S. Court of Claims

in the majority opinion
Williams & Wilkins vs. U.S.,
November 27, 1973

On May 1, 1967, Dr. Martin Cummings, Director of the National Library of

Medicine, received a letter from William M. Passano, Chairman of the Board of

the Williams & Wilkins Company, a publisher of medical journals in Baltimore,

Maryland.

The letter said, in part, that "since NLM may, from time to time, be

requested to make copies of articles from journals published by the Williams

Wilkins Company, it seemed desirable that I explain to you our policy in

this matter. We are glad to give our permission for the copying of articles

which appear in our journals provided the person making the copies pays us a

royalty of 2; per page per copy for the privilege of copying the material on

which we hold the copyright.

"In the absence of a royalty paraent, no one has our permission to copy

this material and any copying which should take place we would consider to be

an infringement of our copyright ..."

Fhus began the seven-year saga of Williams la Wilkins vs. the United

-,tate which has now reached the Supreme Court.

Cumminp.s immediately halted photocopying of all Williams & Wilkins

tournal.; on the library shelves and referred the letter to the general

c,unsel for the Department of Health, Fducation and Welfare, the parent

fcr nr May :7'1. nn the 'deice of HFW General Counsel A.W. Wilcox,

Lumming,. wrote Passano saying the government felt the library's procedures

were fully .-evered by the judicial doctrine of fair use (which traditionally

allowed research use of cOpyrighted works) and that photocopying of Williams

F, Wilkins journals would be resumed.

.0
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Meanwhile, Passano had written Dr. F.J.L. Blasingame, Executive Vice-

President o_f the American 'Medical Association, requesting that AMA stop

photocopying the company's journals without paying royalties "Otherwise, you

and we and the country can look forward to a bitter future of complete

government subsidy and control of your and our scien 'fie press," he wrote.

"While I realize ther will be an increase in your. cle 'cal overhead to set

up a copying royalty payment plan to private publishers ... I would hope the

AMA, in taking the initial.national leadership in this, could demonstrate the

feasibility of such an operation.... We expect no help from the empire-

builders within the government on this matter."

On August 11, Passano, his attorney and his marketing director met with

Cummings and NLM officials and again proposed that the library should pay

royalty fees. Cummings again asserted that the library's photocopying was

fair use and offered to let Williams & Wilkins station.a man where the copying

was done to observe the operation. The company declined this offer, which was

repeated in August. During the end of September Cummings provided company

employees with the last six months' photocopy slips and a special place in the

library to work, plus the draft of a controlled sample survey of the library's

interlibrary loan operation.

On February "7, 1968 The Williams & Wilkins Company filed suit in the

U.S. Court of Claims alleging eight counts of copyright infringement against

the U.S. Government, specifically, the National Library of Medicine, and the

library of the National Institutes of Health. The libraries had violated the

law "by copying, printing, reprinting, publishing, vending and distributing

said work, all in violation of plaintiff's rights," the firm said.

After a lengthy trial in which the various library associations, the

Association of American Publisher and the Authors League joined as amici

curiae, Commissioner James F. Davis issued an opinion on February 16, 1972

favoring Williams E Wilkins. The case was then scheduled for a full-dress

hearing before the seven-judge Court of Claims.

In early March the publisher sent a digest of the opinion to its

subscribers and proposed a "reasonable annual license fee" in lieu of

itemized royalty payments.

Later that spring Williams & Wilkins dealers were informed in a letter

sent by Patricia Morris, head of the firm's subscription department, that

institutional rates would be enforced for 1973 subscriptions, raising the

price of journals an average of $3.65.

A leaflet titled "Instructions for Photocopying" informed subscribers

that the increased rate included "an automatic license to make single-copy

photocopies for library patrons in the regular course of library operations".

but not for interlibrary loans which "may be made upon remittance of 5ct per

page per copy made."

A further advisory to libraries emphasized "a license such as that in

the institutional subscription rates is a legal requirement in order for you

to make photocopies."

-7-



On June 23 Cummings and the regional medical libraries served by NLM

Were informed by Williams & Wilkins that NLM would be assessed the institu7
tionll rate, which would allow. in -house photocopying, and that NLM would be

expected to pay St per page royalty for any interlibrary copying done.

Cummings replied on June 31 th t NLM would pay the incvased subscrip-
tion charges but would not agree to the publisher's claim that it was
licen,Lng NLM to photocopy and would not pay the St per page royalty.

A letter to Cummings from Charles O. Reville Jr., President .Of Williams .

& Wilkins, on September 15 retracted the licensing implication while court

livton was pending. "We assure you that your subscriptions to our journals
at then institutional rates will in no way constitute agreement with our

position and the need for a photocopying license," be wrote. "Filtthermore,

we accept your suggestion, that we refrain from implementing our current
proposal owcompensation for tingle -copy inter-library loan photocopying."

On OCTober 2 a general letter from Passano to-"Our Customers and
Friends" confirmed this decision on the nart of the publisher. "Our new

inst4utional rates, which we shall continue to revest, shall have no
connection whatever with a license to photocopy, implied or otherwise," the

letter said.'

Twenty-one months after the commissioner's original opinion, the full

wIrt of Claims reversed the judgment on November 27, 1973,qfinding for the

government and the library community. On February 20, 1974 the lawyers for
Williams & Wilkins appealed the case to the Supreme Court and on May 28 the

Court agreed to hear the case the following fall.

T1'.2 Williams & Wilkins case represents a major effort on all sides to

reconcile modern technology with a 65-year-old copyright law badly in need

of updating.

in the following short passages taken from the briefs filed by NLM, the

ssoci:dio.1 of Research Libraries and the American Library Association an
,ttt.mpt has heti, made to outline the critical issues at stake for the

libraries. The ALA excerpt describes the relevance of the Williams Fi Wilkins

is.;ue ._;. to practices common throughout the library world and emphasizes the

:mrortince of the Court's final decision to the future of libraries. The ARL

gil:e,S the historical precedents for copyright legislation in Anglo-
Ameri,:an legal tradition and sets forth the Constitutional issues. The rill

t)rief at4l.reS:;cs the issues of copyriOlt and scientific research.

THE ARGUMENT OF THE AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION

70 ;r je,:,raZ tcens tho dinastrous offeot
7ibp 4ni :;:rvior across fly, !?ountr,.
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The briefaaid, In part:

"The position of the ALA is that the mere fact of photocopying alone is

not sufficient toestablish an infringement of the copyright monopoly. The

nubli: policy expressed in the Copyright Clause of the Constitution (U.S.

Const. Art. 1, § 8) limits the scope of the copyright monopoly to situations

where .the enforcement of copyright wilt 'promote the progress of science and

useful arts.' This policy has been implemented by the Judicial doctrine of

'fair use.' A scholar who can cony as a fair user under the Constitutional

standard can ask a library as his agent or instrumentality to effect the

copying for him. Fair use of copyrighted material and the interests of the

nublic therein cannot be subveited by technical niceties concerning who

mechanically makes the cony.

"Library photocopying is absolutely essential to tine .effective dissemina-

tion and use of information for purposes of research and,study. The urgent

needs of readers and libraries in this area are manifest from evidence before

this Court, No interest of a copyright owner could he sufficient to warrant

the extension of the copyright monopoly to cover library photocopying.

".% desire for additional income is the only interest of the copyright

ownen., at stake in the present litigation. The incentive to publish, which

is the prime iusti,f4-catibn,for the copyright monopoly, is not remotely

threatened by library photocopying as it has been practiced for the past

several decades. The publishers of scientific and technical journals, which

ale most frequently and almost exclusively the subiect of library photocopying,

ray nothing to authors for the privilege of publishing the authors' works.

Hence, the incentive of these authors to write and to submit their writings

t.) the publishers is not affected by library photocopying. In fact, authors

govertHly favor the wide dissemination afforded to their writings by the

priclice of library photocopying.

tnere is absolutely no evidence that the incentive of

copyright owners to publish is in danger of injury, much less destruction, due

C. libr3ry photocopying. The plaintiff has not demonstrated that it or any

other publisher has suffered any economic injury due to library Photocopying

of single copies of portions of work,: for purnoses of study or research.

"t iIii;ams 6 Wilkins' sole interest in the present action therefore is based

on the tautology that a publisher could make more money if it were suddenly

entitled to be paid in respect of an activity - library photocopying for

whiA it had not previously been naid. such an interest does not warrant

protection under the copyright law, since it is not necessary to or in

furtherance of the promotion of science and the useful arts and conflicts

with an interest that does comport with this policy - the interest of the

public in the continued availability of library photocopies for purnoses of

';tlitly and research. For this reason, it is submitted that traditional library
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photocopying practices do not constitute copyright infringement.

THE TECHNICALITY OF A LIBRARY MAKING THE COPY

"It is readily apparent why the plaintiff herein seeks to impose copy-
right infrigement liability upon libraries rather than atta_king their
readers directly. The reason is simply that almost all (and perhaps every
one) of these readers are not infFingers but, rather, are 'fair users.'

"Briefly stated, the doctrine of 'fair use' enables a scholar or research-
er under appropriate circumstances to make a copy of a copyrighted work. The

principle has been described in the case of Loew's Inc. et al v. Columbia
Broadcasting System et al, Inc., ... as follows:

Thus, in the field of science and the fine arts,
we find a broad scope given to fair use. 'This

doctrine permits a writer of scientific, legal,
medical` nd similar books or articles of learning
to use even the identical words of earlier books
or writings dealing with the same subject matter.'
... The writer of such works 'invites reviews,
comments and criticism' and we could add, the 'use'
of the books and portions and quotations therefrom
for the purpose of the advancement of learning.

***[Tlhe law permits those working in a
field of science or art to make use of ideas,
opinions, or theories, and in certain cases even
the exact words contained in a copyrighted book
ia that field [citing cases]. This is permitted
in order, in the language of Lord Mansfield in
Sayre v. Moore, 1 East 361, 102 Eng. Reprint 139,
'that the world may not be deprived of improve-
ments, nor the progress of the arts be retarded.'
In such cases the law implies the consent of the
-opyright owner to a fair use of his publication
for the advancement of the science or art' ...

(,urely, a reader who manually copies from a borrowed work consistently
Ai'h the 'fair Use' doctrine could alternatively check out the work from

ti library and on his own make a r.echanical copy of the portion of interest
to him without being branded a cupyr; ht infringer. A professor of medicine
who mechanically copies from a loaned library journal within the confines of

own office is no different legally from his colleague who makes a

permissible hand copy in a library reading room.

"Likewise, a library could rent space (as many do) to owners of coin-
:erated rprographic machines to allow tile reader himself to make a 'fair

transcript; n. And if the library
chooses instead to provide the mechanial reprodik A as a service to its

readers, no substantive difference results.

:;,z,



"It is the character of the reader's use of the copied work that deter-

mines the issue of 'fair use' versus illegitimate infringement. The reader's

use does not change whether copying is manual or mechanical or whether the

reader makes the copy himself or asks a library employee to do it for him.

THE IMPRACTICALITY OF ROYALTY PAYMENTS

"Aside from whether 'reasonable royalties' or ultimately much more is

really the object of the copyright proprietors, the instant suit still poses

a grave threat to the public interest in continued library photocopying for

several reasons.

"First, all monies a library may be required to spend in payment for or

collection of photocopying royalties must be taken from its other functions,

such as acquisitions of new materials to improve its collection. Thus,

imposition of royalties on library photocopying would necessarily limit

access to written works by decreasing the libraries' ability to acquire such

works. Moreover, to the extent that the burden of royalties would be passed

on to the scientist, researcher, or scholar, such limitations would be even

more direct. In this regard, a practicing physician testified:

There are great variations in interest in

getting an article. I mean, some you must
have, and others you say you'd like to have,

and so on; and I think all of us have that

small germ of parsimony, or whatever. you call

it, and frugality. So that there, very
definitely, when you know there is going to
be a charge, you, if it is a borderline
situation, say, 'Well, I won't bother.'

"And regardless of whose pockets the royalty payments come from, the

administrative costs to the libraries in collecting, accounting for, and

distributing the royalties would be substantial and could well exceed the

amount of royalties collected.

"This Court should consider the practicallproblems which would be

involved were an academic, research, or publilc library to attempt to secure

separate royalty agreements for every copyrighted work in that collection.

It should consider the problems of merely determining who the copyright owner

is, of negotiating a royalty agreement with him, and of accounting for the

royalty payments due under each such agreement.

"There is simply no question that libraries, confronted with the alterna,

tive of ceasing all photocopying or seeking royalty agreements from copyright

owners, will choose the former. The above-discussed insurmountable problems

associated with royalty agreements make it obvious that they really have no

alternative.

"Despite plaintiff's calculated attempts to obfuscate the fact, the vital

interests of the public in the continuation of library photocopying are at

ti



stake in the present litigation. And plaintiff should not be permitted to

beg the question of whether limited library photocopying is in violation of

the Copyright Act and subject to damages and injunction by claiming that it

happens to be only seeking royalties in this particular action.

PUBLISHERS' PROFITS VS. PUBLIC INTEREST

"The contention that limited library photocopying results in a loss of

revenue to copyright owners is totally without foundation. This could well

explain why, until the present suit, limited library photocopying had not

been attacked during the fifty year history of the practice. In any event,

it is clear that the plaintiff herein was not motivated to institute this

action by a loss of revenues, but rather by a desire to reap additional

profit. In this regard, the following testimony of the Chairman of the Board

of plaintiff is quite revealing:

Q. And isn't it a fact that Williams & Wilkins
Company has never conducted any studies or
survey to determine precisely what the effect

of photocopying is on its business?

A. ... We have conducted studies of what we think

could be charged for photocopying. ...

"The interest of the plaintiff should be recognized for what it really

-- a selfish quest for profit maximization. This interest must give way

to the paramount interests of scholars and researchers. The progress of

science and the useful arts would be severely hampered by granting copyright

owners the right to enjoin limited library photocopying and the concommitant

power to maximize their profits in respect thereof. On the other hand, such

progress would be nurtured by permitting scholars and researchers the con-

tinued access to and use of printed materials in library collections which

they have traditionally enjoyed."

THE ARGUMENT OF THE ASSOCIATION OF RESEARCH LIBRARIES

T;:e brit7f of the Association o hesearch Libraries focused on the history

of ini,:!right law this country and England, emphasizing the difference

!,etvcen library photorying -zn! the hstorically protected right of an

:ut;_or o "; rint, reprint, publish, ooul und vend" his work. A Zibrary, the

AR!, brief contendei, is hardly ui Niblishing and bookselling when it

makes a single copy of an article for a scholar. On the other hand, the

scholar's right to his copy for the purroso of teaching or research is

clearly implied in the history of the law.

;7:1!2 Aot (2-7!d

record of upreme Court decisions m: cop right, the brief pointed out:

-12-



"Roth before and after the enactment of the Copyright Act of 1909 the

language used by the Supreme Court in describing the 'exclusive right' of

an author has made clear that this right has been understood to be no more

and no less than a right to multiply copies of a work (by printing, reprint-

ing, or other process) for purposes of publication and sale. The making of

a copy of published material for the personal use of a scholar or other

reader is not an invasion of this right of reproducing and selling editions

of an author's work....

"A library does not multiply copies within the sense of these Supreme

Court statements when it makes a single copy for the use of a reader at his

request. Multiplications would occur for this purpose only if the library

in effect published its own edition of a copyrighted work by making a pro-

duction run of a significant number of copies for public distribution. This

is not the custom of libraries. No such practice is involved in the present

case, and no such right is here asserted.

THE REASON FOR "EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS" OF AUTHORS

"The authority ... provided to the Congress [in Article I of the

Constitution] to enact legislation establishing copyright protection for

published works is restricted not only by the express requirement that any

'exclusive Right' be limited in duration but also by the general intent and

purpose of the clause. Open communication of knowledge and ideas is an

essential characteristic of a free society, and the grant of any monopoly

(no matter how temporary) to the written expression of knowledge and ideas

must he viewed as a special exception which is to be given a scope no

broader than the purpose for which the exception is granted.

"In the case of the copyright provision of the Constitution that purpose

is clearly stated to be the promotion of 'the Progress of Science and useful

Arts ....' Congress has no power to confer any 'exclusive right' under this

provision which would not be compatible with the constitutional objective of

promoting of science and the arts, and any statutory provision purporting to

create such an exclusive right must be interpreted in the light of the consti-

tutional grant of authority on which it depends. Statutory provisions which

exceed the intended scope of the patent and copyright clause will be held

unconstitutional.

'The special purpose inherent in granting to authors certain limited

rights in their published works wit. recognized by the First Congress of the

iinitvd states, and it will help tr.) illuminate the scope of the intentions of

tne irafters of the constitutional ciuse if we remember the general purpose

of the legislation which was adopted in '790. When the first copyright act

under the Constitution was adopted, it was explicitly identified as 'An Act

for the encouragement of learning ....' To the extent that authors received

financial and other advantage': from such legislation these advantages were

conferred, not merely for the sake of the authors themselves, but to benefit

hy encouraging :'kz Madison expressed it in explaining te

copyright clause in No. 43 of the federalist, 'The public good fully coincides

...with the claims of individuals.'



"What were these 'claims of individuals' which were intended to he recog-
nized 'by securing...to Authors...the exclusive Right to their...Writings?'
We have noted earlier that the Copyright Act of 1790 defined the 'exclusive
right' of an author as 'the sole right and liberty of printing, reprinting,
publishing and vending' his writings for a limited time. As 1.ie have pointed

out, although the c. -rent copyright law uses slightly different words to express
the same thought, the 'exclusive right' in an author's published writings
which it recognizes is this same right to print, reprint, publish, and vend.
The reference was obviously to the process of printing and reprinting editions
of works for publication and sale."

THE ARGUMENT 9F THE NATIONA14 LIBRARY OF MEDICINE AND
HE NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH

oz,crnment'o '7rief, written iy the Department of Justice, stressed
'mportanee of OA: Williams .47, Wilkins case to the nation's medical
zro:: oov'n,nity. The apTte':&nt ,z!.tcmptel to place the photocopying of

wi:'!ame t; Wilkins journals in thy: perspective of the government's nation-
me?ic21 library program and to emphasize the application of "fair use"

to soientific research.

:1.s(!ussing t1;..? effect of pkotocop:fing on the market for scientific
:01,10:i.zis, the brief pointed-1 out:

in order to determine if a photocopy has had an adverse effect on the
actual or potential market for a copyrighted work, it is not enough to say
that the photocopy is a facsimile of the original or that the photocopy is
furnished in lieu of lendi.g the original. What must be determined is this
does the photocopy sfi-v as a substitute for a subscription to the journal?

subscriptions the major means by which plaintiff earns income
fi-,L it., copyrighted ixoperty. It is by this Hine evident that it is impos-
sible to prove whether any given photocopy displaced a subscription sale.*
Both plaintiff's Chairman of the Board and defendant's expert agreed on this
point.

"...fIlf photocopying WA''. having any adverse effect on plaintiff's
operat:ons, such effect ..ould be reflectec: in the rate at which plaintiff's
busint.:, and journals grt as admitted by plaintiff's Chairman of the Board.

it is 1:7,:nediately evident that if plaintiff's journals were steadily

*K-7frtii(Y:iiFonn:j who obtained the photocopies of the articles
involved herein, it is clear that photocopying does not take the place of
journal subcriptions. Each of them subscribes to several journals; some
to five or six journals (though not necessarily the same journal as those
from hhich the photocopies were taken) . Moreover, both NIH and NLM, which
t,hich -,ubscrihe to It 1,lct two cOpie! of the journals involved herein, have
found from experience that as photocopying increases, subscriptions also
incre;e3e.



losing subscriptions and plaintiff's business was steadily declining during

the ten ye4r period when photocopying grew from zero to its present size, one

could claim with considerable justification that photocouing ..:as the culprit.

However, the facts in this case are otherwise. Plaintiff's journals and

business as a whole are admittedly doing rather well. The important factor

is not that they are doing well, but how well they are, in fact, doing. Fpr

every indicator where a comparison was possible, plaintiff's business is

found to be growing faster than the gross national product. Plaintiff's

Chairman of the Board conceded that plaintiff's business should grow at a

rate equal to the rate of growth of manpower working in the field of science.

The only evidence of record of that rate of growth is that it is about 4%.

The rate of growth of the gross national product, as shown on the charts

prepared by defendant's expert, is greater than 4%. Thus, over the period

in which plaintiff's business should have shown an increasing adverse effect

from photocopying, plaintiff's business was growing at a rate greater than

that which can be expected. In view of this fact, plaintiff cannot claim

that photocopying is causing it to lose sales of subscriptions, sales of

back volumes, and sales of reprints.

"In its brief, plaintiff raises the belated claim that photocopying is

causing it to lose royalties from licenses. The evidence concerning these

licenses is very meager. There is no evidence to show the purpose for which

the photocopies permitted under these licenses are being made, and there is

no evidence to show that these licenses are for single copies of single

articles as opposed to multiple copies of single articles. Moreover, it is

clear that neither of the licenses referred to were in effect at the time

this suit was filed or are even now in effect. It is highly significant that

none of these licenses were offered in evidence during the trial of this case.

"In an article entitled 'Why We Sue the Government,' written in April

1968, plaintiff's Chairman of the Board made the following statement:

We only wish in some manner to be paid a royalty

on each copy made to offset the loss in the sale

of subscriptions, reprints and back volumes which

photocopying brings about.

"During the trial of this case, plaintiff's Chairman of the Board was

asked about this statement and the following colloquy took place:

Q. Was that statement true when you made it?

A. I thought it was.

0. Is it true today?
A. I think it is.

Q. Do you want anything more?
A. No.

"Defendant submits that plaintiff should be taken at its word. Since

the present record is devoid of any evidence showing that photocopying by

the Government has caused plaintiff to lose subscription sales, reprint

sales, or back volume sales, plaintiff is not entitled to recover any

compensation in this lawsuit."



THE REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER IN FAVOR OF THE PUBLISHER

February 16, Z972, CommioJioner James F. Davis issued a stroggly
worded opinion brush-'ng aside the library arguments as teqhfticatitielrand
accepting the joint of view of the :,ublisher. Holding "that defendant
has infringed plaintiff's copyrights and that plaintiff is entitled to
recover 'reasonable and entire compensation'," the trial judge went on to
suggest that "by using modern management practices including computers and
the like, it would appear that NIP and the NM library can, with minimum
disruption, cope with the necessary recordkeeping" to pay per-page
royalties on interlibrary loans.

The 6J-page opinion diecuseed, among other things:

PEFINITION OF COPYING

"Defendant contends that its acts of copying do not violate the copyright
owner's exclusive right 'to copy' the copyrighted work as provided by 17

§ 1. The argument is that with respect to book:: and periodicals, the
act of making single copies (i.e., one copy at a time) Ls not, in itself,

sufficient to incur liability; that the 'copying,' to be actionable, must
include 'printing' (or 'reprinting') and 'publishing' of multiple copies of
the copyrighted work. The argument is bottomed on analysis of the copyright
laws as they have evolved from 1790 to the present. The early laws dis-

tinguished 'copying' from 'printing,' reprinting,' and 'publishing,' and
provided that the copyright in books is infringed by 'printing,' reprinting'

and 'publishing' while the copyright in other works (e.g., photographs,
paintings, drawings, etc.) is infringed by 'copying.' The 1909 Copyright

Act obliterated any such distinction. It provides in 8 5 a list of all
la.:!;es of copyrightable subject matter (including books and periodicals),

and says in § 1 that the owner of copyright shall have the exclusive right
'to print , reprint, publish, copy and vend the copyrighted work' [emphasis

supplied]. fhus, tile 1909 Act, unlike the earlier statutes, does not
expres:,ly say which of the proscribed acts of § 1 apply'to which classes of
copyri4htable subject matter of § 5. Defendant says that to be consistent
wit): the intent and purpose of earlier statutes, the 'copying' proscription

of t; 1 should not apply to books or periodicals; rather, only the pro-
!,kribed act of 'printing,' repsintiug' and 'publishing' should apply to
hooks and periodicals.

-Defendant's ary.mient i not per,ua ;ive and, in any event, is irrelevant.

It :- k:1(.ar fro! a study of all the t:opyright statutes from 1790 to date that

what 2on.gre-, ha sought to do in every statute is to proscribe unauthorized
of copyrighted works. The words used in the various statutes

to define inCringiny acts (i.e., print ing, reprinting, copying, etc.) were
;ir.ply attempts to define the then-current means by which duplication could
be effe,:ted. It 1,; reasonable to infer that in 7909, when Congress included

art i ti: li-t of proscribed act-, applicable to hooks and periodicals
Weil A, kopyrightable subject matter in general), it did so in light of

the fact that new technologie.; (e.g. , photography) made it possible to
duplicate books and periodicals by means other than 'printing' and 'reprint-
ing.' The legi,;Iative history of the 1909 Act says little, one way or the



other, about the matter.

COPYING VERSUS PUBLISHING

uFurthermore, defendant's argument that it may 'copy,' short of 'printing,' F

'reprinting' and 'publishing,' is irrelevant under the facts of this case. NLM/

and the NIH library did not merely 'copy' the articles in suit, they, in

effect, 'reprinted' and 'published' them. 'Printing' and 'reprinting' connote
making a duplicate original:, whether by printing press or a more modern

!hethod of duplication. 'Publishing' means disseminating to others, which
defendant's libraries clearly did when they distributed photocopies to
requesters and users.

"Defendant's contention that its libraries make only 'single copies' of

journal articles, rather than multiple copies, is illusory and unrealistic.

Admittedly, the libraries, as a general rule, make only per request, usually

for different users. But the record shcws that the libraries duplicate
particular articles over and over again, sometimes even for the, same user

within a short timespan. E.g., the NIH library photocopied the Count I
article three times within a 3-month period, two of the times for the same

requester; and it copied the Count IV and Count V articles twice withirea

2-month period, albeit for different users. The record also shows that NLM

will supply to requesters photocopies of the same article, one after the

other, on consecutive days, even with knowledge of such facts. In short,

the libraries operate comprehensive duplication systems which provide every

year thousands of photocopies of articles, many of which are copies of the

same article; and, in essence, the systems are a reprint service which

supplants the need for journal subscriptions. The effects of this so-called

'single copying' practice on plainiiff's legitimate interests as copyright

owner are obvious. The Sophar and Heilprin report, at 16, puts in terms of

a colorful analogy: 'Babies are still born one at a time, but the world is

rapidly being overpopulated.'

"Finally, and in any event, there is nothing in the copyright statute

or the case law to distinguish, in principle, the making of a single copy

of a copyrighted work from the making of multiple copies. The first

copyright statute (Act of 1790) provided in § 2 that it was infringement

to make 'any or copier' [emphasis supplied] of a copyrighted work.

Nothing in the later statutes or their legislative histories suggests that

Congress intended to change that concept. And the court.. have held that

duplication of a copyrighted work, even to make a single eery, can consti-

tute infringement.

FAIR USE AND MARKFT VALUE

"...flytis not 'fair use' to copy suhstf.,ntial nortions of (-^pr'lft*rA0

work when the new work is a -;ubstitute for, and diminishes the potential

market for, the original. And it has ben held that wholesale copying of a

copyrighted work is never 'fair use,' even if done to further educational



INa

or artistic goals and without intent to make profit.

"Whatever may be the bounds of 'fair use' as defined and applied by the

courts, defendant is clearly outside those bounds. Defendant's photocopying
is wholesale copying and meets none of the criteria f.or 'fair use.' The

photocopies are exact duplicates of the original articles: are intended to

be substitutes for, and serve the same purpose as, the original articles; and

serve to diminish plaintiff's potential market for the original articles since

the photocopies are made at the request of, and for the benefit of the very

persons who constitute plaintiff's market. Defendant says, nevertheless,
that plaintiff has failed to show that it has been harmed by unauthorized
photocopying; and that, in fact, plaintiff's journal subscriptions have
increased steadily over the last decade. Plaintiff need not prove actual

damages to make out its case for infringement. Moreover, damage may be

inferred.in this case from the fact that the photocopies are intended to
supplant the original articles. While it may be difficult (if not impos-
'ible) to determine the number of subscription sales lost to photocopying,
the fact remains that each photocopy user is a potential subscriber, or at
least is a potential source of royalty income for licensed copying. Plain-

tiff has set up a licensing program to collect royalties for photocopying

articles from its journals; and among the licensees have been libraries,
including a Government library. Also, there is evidence that one subscriber
canceled a subscription to one of plaintiff's journals because the sub-

scriber believed the cost of photocopying the journal had become less than
the journal's annual subscription price; and another subscriber canceled a 11,

subscription, at least in part because library photocopies were available.
Loss of subscription (or photocopying royalty) income is particularly acute

in the medical journal field. The record shows that printing preparation

costs are 50-65 percent of total cost of publication and that the number of

subscriptions is relatively small. This simply means that any loss of

subscription sales (or royalty income) has the effect of spreading publication

costs over fewer copies, thus driving up steeply the unit cost per copy and,

in turn, subscription prices. Higher subscription prices, coupled with

cheap photocopying, means probable loss of subscribers, thus perpetuating a

vicious cycle which can only bode ill for medical publishing.

SCHOLARLY USE

"Defendant also contends that traditionally, scholars have made hand-
written copies of copyrighted works for use in research or other scholarly

pursuits; that it is in the public interest that they do so because any harm

to copyright owners is minimal compared to the public benefits derived there-

from; and that the photocopying here in suit is essentially a substitute
for handcopying by the scholars themselves. That argument is not persuasive.

In the first place, defendant conceded that its libraries photocopy substan-

tially more material than scholars can or do copy by hand. Implicit in such

concession is a recognition that laborious handcopying and rapid machine

d;Ffr,,n, ;n Jn the interests of

copyright owners. Furthermore, there is no case law to support defendant's

proposition that the making of a handcopy by scholars or researchers of an

entire copyrighted work is permitted by the copyright laws.

-18-



"A ROUTINE, ALBEIT TEDIOUS, MATTER"

"Defendant suggested at trial that payment of compensation to plaintiff
for photocopying its journals would create a*continuing undue and oppressive
administrative and financial burden on NLM and the NIH library. Defendant has

not pressed the point in its brief, perhaps because it is clear that plain-
tiff's right to compensation under 28 U.S.C. § 1498(b) cannot depend on the
burdens of compl!ance. Nevertheless, defendant's point merits comment since
courts should be mindful of the practical consequences of their decisions.
Based on this record, defendant's fears are not justified. Both NLM and the
NIH Library already have administrative procedures by which they keep
detailed records of photocopying. Both libraries require that written
request slips he submitted by requesters of photocopies. The slips are a
permanent record of the journals and pages photocopied. It would seem a
routine, albeit tedious, matter to cull from those records the information
necessary to calculate a reasonable royalty on the basis of the numbel' of

articles copied, or perhaps to come up with an acceptable formula for estab-
lishing a blanket aanual royalty payment."

THE REACTION OF THE LIBRARY COMMUNITY: ALA REPLIES

The report of Commissioner Davis came as a blow to the library
c.or:munit y which hal been anxioucly awciting the outcome of the litigation.
f;.e Commiosioner's report brought forth a blast from ALA's attorney
Wiliam D. North, who summoned "the support of every library, librarian,
?n tee, educator, scholar, researcher and every other person concerned

the intellectual welfare of this country to make sure that the
r.- commendations of the Commissioner never become the law of the land."

V. JP': .b, aipoarirki in 'h. May Z972 issue of American Libraries
Nsrqi ter",W,! t h 4e'oiRion "the jreat leap backward."

North part:

"By Report, the Commis:,1,:mer has placed in legal jeopardy the use of
i...tiwkipie,; in lieu u interlibrary loans or original works by every public,
icaiiemic and re,.earch library in this country. He has, moreover, raised grave
i;uestions concernins; the ri)Int of libraries to convert works in their
collections to microform and to retrieve such works in 'hard copy.'

'Whil, the Report hive ;;teat impact on library operations, its
effekl is an the ab!lity of the scientific and educational commu

nits to gain ai:cis'; to the intellectual resources of this country.

-The thru,t of the k,p()rt h: that any library that makes a photocopy
;.ct copyriy.ht(d worl. in it's ,ollection for any scientific or scholarly

;s t I 1111711):2,(mf:)t on 1 i t first secures the rositioTi

tit the cpyrIKht proprietor. Failure to secure such permission would expose
t:le library to :ninimum ,;tatutory damayes of $250.00 (1' U.S.C. Sec. 101)



well as costs and attorneys' fees (17 U.S.C. Sec. 116) for each infringement.

"We believe that the effect of the Commissioner's re ended conclusion

(of lc.w would be to slow and discourage scientific and sc o rly research,

contrary to the national interest.

"The rapid expansion of educational opportunities since World War II
has imposed unprecedented demands on the library resources of this country.
Larger numbers of college and graduate students, expanded programs of
scientific and scholarly research and the generally higher educational level
of the people have significantly increased the need for fuller utilization
of the scholarly, scientific, and technical information available. At the

came time, the publication explosion has made it impossible for any indivi-
dual librFry to have in its collection all or even a major portion of the
works that are required. Financial and physical limitations have compelled
a sharing of library resources. As a consequence, interlibrary loan has
become increasingly essential to scholars. Interlibrary loan enables the
library resources of the nation to he maximized.

"But for interlibrary loan, access to research materials would be
limited to those persons fortunate enough to be able to travel wherever
their research requirements take them. Scholars outside of the major centers
of learning would he deprived of the essential tools of scholarship.

":nterlil:fary loan, to be sure, is greatly expedited by means of photo -
cop:.;, and a substantial number of interlibrary loan requests are satisfied

in this manner, In part this procedure enables the library to protect its
(:,Ille,ction from loss and maximize the availability of its resources. But

the mure fundamental reason is that no library can afford to acquire ad
house forever every publication its patrons may sometime need. The copy-

right proprietors recognize this fact in their own actions by not Keeping
all copyright works in print and in :ztock. When the demand is less than
the iriblisher can satisfy with a profit to himself, the user's need and the

?ood count for naught. As far a-; he is concerned, the public can do

.,,.ithout. , in claiming royalties for interlibrary loan photocopies,

the pu:::1:;her .c..eks compensation for an essential service he cannot or will

not render to the public and and which involves neither expense or risk of

his capital.

r;-rmi5sioner'-; Report -.tive,ts that the :,olution to the problem

:nfrlibrary loan photocopying i the solution 'provided by ASCAP

';Nei in the fields of music and the performing arts.' What he fails to

.:It.' yea; the ociginai copyright

term; ),,er 150,000 titles have been puhlished in the United States, most of

Ishich copyrighted. In addition, the ..tan:ar-:i riirectory lists



for 1970 alone over 53,000 titles excluding suburban, weekly and small daily

lewspapers. Serial services constitute another substantial number of copy-

righted works.

"It is, of course, impossible for each library to negotiate licenses

with each of the owners of copyrighted works in its collection. Nor is it

practical, even if conceivab ly possible,,for the library to secure permission

to copy whenever a request is received. Not only would the delays be pro-

hibitive but the cost to the library or the scholar of finding the copyright

owner and consummating the transaction would be staggering.

"The copyright owners themselves have not shown any inclination to

organize themselves into an ASCAP or BMI arrangement. Even if licensing

arrangements could be accomplished, however, the cost to the publishers of

maintaining records to assure correct royalty payments to each author for

a few photocopies. would surely cost him more than his return. The only

benefit to the publisher would be if he did not have to pass the royalties

on to the authors. But the guarantee of more money to publishers is not

the purpose of the Constitutional provision or the Copyright Act. The

encouragement specified is to authors, not to publishers."

RALPH SHAW SPEAKS OUT

As lawyers for the National Library of Medicine and the library

associations girded their loins for the second battle with the publishers,

this time before the full seven-judge panel of the Court of Claims, Ralph

Shaw penned his acid analysis, a professional librarian's rebuttal, of the

Commissioner's decision.

Of all members of the profession, Shaw was eminently qualified to

speak his mind. A former director of the National Agricultural Library,

his experience with journal photocopying problems predated NLM's by a

iecade. As operator of the ::curecrow Press he had learned the publisher's

point of view first hand. Ani as a doctoral sident at the University of

Chicago he had written his dissertation on "Literary Property in the

United States."

Shaw's analgeis of Williams c Wilkins appeared in the 7epterd)er 1972

..eue of American biLraries, a month: before he dieL The gist of his

-- that photocopyin tAw essential element in modern scholarship,

that the publisher' econo,riy :znprente were base anal groundless, that

ro:!alty schemes were monstrous, rn,! that, in fact, copyright law had no

justifiable aRI:Jation Trivat,s, non-conmer,,ial photocopying --

contained in th,, following ,?xcerntP:

"The case of Williams & Wilkins v. The United States is of great

importance to scholars, lihraries and to the advancement of learning and

of knowledge in the United States. It ranges far beyond the case as

originally brought -- involving not only the copyright law -- but intro-

ilices erroneous argument- by analo!:y from the patent law. It also

questions the right of scholar'; to make notes or copies for their own



study and private use, regardless of the means used, As well as the right
of libraries to act as agent for the scholar in making single copies for
his own private use and at his specific request. It brings up questions
of the alleged parlous state of medical publishing, and repeatedly brings
up the alleged danger of government control, and many other topics....

"The case actually before the Court was simply the plaintiff's
allegation that ND! and NLM has infringed the plaintiff's copyright in
the four named journals [Medicine, Journal of Immunology, Gastroenterology,
and Pharmacological Reviews' by photocopying eight specified articles from
five volumes of these journals, and to obtain compensation therefor.

"The case has been broadened in the testimony and in the Commissioner's
Report far beyond these bounds and includes quotations from selected
articles and textbooks on a wide range of subjects: the total copying done
by NI!! and NLM from all sources, many of which may be in the public domain;
the double-headed argument a) that since medical journals ire alleged to
e uf low circulation and little advertisement income is rxeived, photo-
opyinf, kin general) may cause them to lose subscriptions no evidence
ufferedl so that some or all of them may have to go out of business;
repeatedly raising the bogey man that this would result .in government take -
o'er and control (all without evidence); while h) on the o!.,er hand the
ulaintiff itself asserts that photocopying is essential and the plaintiff
does not want to interfere with it in any way -- they just want to get
paid for any photocopying from their journals.

-HE PRIVATE USE OF SCHOLARS

-i.opyrillt law (hereinafter referred to as 17 U.S.C. Sections 1 et.seq.)
11. wit!1 gyneral nublication, not private use, or the author's common

ri lc) !take extensive limited or restricted publication. No cases
on any aspect of ,,tatutory copyright that were not brought

ti, ,Thind; of alleged general public o,e, i.e. general publication, and
An not even he obtained without a neral publication. Private

..aterial:, for one's own study, regardless TOTthe form in which the
coripletely cide the scope of 17 USC, which deals

only, and private n.e achieves the purpose for which the
authori:.'d the Cungre to pass a Copyright Lays.... There is

')i

het viet-71 co:,v for one'

cc.pies
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himself or had an agent do it for him, or whether he used the original

publication.

REASONABLE ROYALTY

"Throughout the report the Commissioner uses polar terms such as

'wholesale copying,' and 'reasonable royalty' without defining the terms.

Certainly with the total of Williams Wilkins journals making up only

about two-thirds of one percent of the total number of medical journals

currently published, the total photocopying of NIH and NLM represents an

almost microscopic percentage of the articles appearing in all the volumes

of all the different journals from which they photocopied less than

210,000 articles in the whole year, according to the Commissioner's

report. Considering the number of volumes of all the 6,000 different

journals (each containing many articles) from which they photocopied would

make the percentage of material copied, on the average, from any one

volume of any one journal, a tiny Sub Minibus... rather than wholesale

in any sense of that term.

"The 'reasonable royalty' referred to repeatedly in the Commissioner's

report, insofar as NLM is concerned, is 2 cents per page and with respect

to other licensees is 5 cents per page. However, a letter from Mr. Alan

Latman, attorney of record for the plaintiff to the Assistant Attorney

General, dated February 25, 1972, spells out a proposed licensing agree-

ment for the two libraries with a fee of 5 cents per page applied (at the

option of the libraries) based on
a) Se multiplied by th, number of text pages scheduled for production

for the particular journal [even if none is ever photocopied), or ...

h) 5* multiplied by the number of pages in the journal actually

photocopied by the libraries, [which would a tremendous amount of book-

keeping for the thousands of journals involved], or ...

c) Se multiplied by the number of pages which the parties agree

represents the approximate number of pages photocopied by the libraries

without actual counting of pages [which could mean anything).

"The Commissioner gives no basis for repeatedly calling the licensing

fee 'reasonable' whether the 2 in the Report or the 5.t per page, or vastly

more, depending on the option selected, proposed in the letter. This is

particularly peculiar considering that there are serious questions as to

the validity of the copyrights in several of the journals at issue as well

as in many of the articles.

"As a member of the American Book Publisher's Council for a number of

years, having listened to or partaken in a large number of discussions with

major publishers cn possible application of the type of agreement involved

in ASCAP or BM' or other schemes, this author can attest that in no case

did anyone come up with a scheme that made any tense and would cost less

than the amount of royalty that might be expected....

J
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"As a practical matter, there would no way of policing copying for
private use, and the issue here is copying for private use, not copying
for general publication.

"Scholars may have access to copyrighted materials in many ways. They

generally buy few and use them in the privacy of their homes or studies;
they borrow some from libraries and from colleagues, and they obtain access
to them in many lawful ways. Their note taking, or copying for them, may
be done by themselves or their secretaries, and there are few buildings
around any campus or research establishment that do not provide ready access
to copying machines.

"Policing all these sources and methods of making copies for the
pennies involved in each case (and with a very large percentage of what
they copy probably in the public domain) is too ridiculous to contemplate
and even a Big-Brother-Society would find this somewhat of a problem.

COMPREHENSIVE DUPLICATION SYSTEMS

"The Commissioner says that the libraries operate comprehensive
duplication systems which provide every year thousands of photocopies of
:articles... and in essence these systems 'are a reprint service which
supplants the need of journal subscriptions.'

"The use of the term reprint service, applied to editions of one copy
is incomprehensible. No one can do reprinting in editions of one and stay
solvent. And there are no facts to justify this statement. The Commissioner's
tater.en*, goes far beyond the number of pages of the articles in suit that

.ee photocopied. Using a low estimate of the text pages of volume 38 of
'ledicine, which has not been examined, but using the actual number of text
-,tigesC-Te the other foar volumes in suit, and multiplying each by the number
0.. subscriptions for each journal, the plaintiff produced and sold well
,Aer million pages of text of the five volumes in suit, as compared
.A-It!. something less than 3 million pages articles produced by NTH and
%I.M from the long files of many volumes of thousands of different journals
doling the year.

"But getting hack to the items in suit, there is the statement by the
Comniissioner that this '...supplants the need for journal subscriptions.'
Fvery one of the four journals actually in suit has increased in circula-
tion over the last five to ten years, and there is no evidence that they
;.1vc Ic.st potential subscribers because of the copying of articles cited
tro r.. tru journals that were photocopied by NTH and NLM.

"More specifically, and using the figures given in the Commissioner's
report for the articles in suit and the journals in suit, his report shows

t-t,i 0: c:Ties of arti,Aus Count 1-VIII made by the two libraries
from September 27th, 1907 to January 12th, 1968, a total of 108 days.
T-anslated to an annual base, thi. would give 40 photocopies made of these

eight Articles in a year, and adding 25% as a, safety factor would make this
a maximum of SO photocopies ,nade by the two libraries of the eight articles
c)v.,r the \-ar.

1



The copies made by NIH were for staff at NIH and those made by NLM were

for the country as a whole. However, even if we were to assume that they

were all made for the professional personnel of NTH alone, which according

to the report is 4,000 people, remembering that there are five volumes

involved, and the Plaintiff sells volumes not articles, we would havh a

total of 10 articles per year copied for four thousand people. Dividing

the 10 by 4000 to get the average number of articles copied per scientist

per year (of the articles in suit) we come up with a figure of 2S/10,000ths

of an article from each volume per year per scientist.

"This meals that, on the average, the scientists at NIH would have to

subscribe to each of the journals for about 400 years in order to get the

one article he might find useful in each of the articles in suit, and that

would be a good trick if he -Could do it, though a mighty unlikely one, and

most uneconomical.

"If this does not fit the definition of De Minimis non Curat Lex,..what

could? And what evidence does the Commissioner have to support his flat

statement that the copying of the journals and articles at issue in this

case '...supplants the need for journal subscriptions?' [Emphasis supplied]

"The Sophar and Heilprin quote 2/ about babies bring born one at a

time has nothing to do with case, even though it is 'cute.' Scientific

findings and other scholarly discoveries are made one at a time and the

tremendous increase in research over the last 30 years or so has greatly

increased knowledge in many fields. This requires more publishing, and

more scientists and more need for the literature, and more subscriptions to

magazines, but that has nothing to do with this particular case.

"The Commissioner says, 'Finally, and in any event, there is nothing

in the copyright statute or the case law to distinguish in principle the

making of a single copy of a copyrighted work from the making of multiple

copies...'

"This is not true, and the Commissioner himself says '...a library, no

doubt,... can supply attorneys or courts with single photocopies for use in

litigation...' [Emphasis supplied].

THL LIBRARY AS AGENT

"The fundamental fact is that the Copyright Act has nothing to do with

private uses of copyrighted materials by scholars. In fact, that was the

purpose for which the Constitution authorized the Congress to pass a Copyright

Act, giving authors and their assigns a monopoly of general public uses for

limited periods. So long as the scholar's private use does not impinge upon

the author's or his assigns' (proprietors') monopoly of public uses, his copy

of validly copyrighted materials has nothing to do with 17 USC, which in

itself and its interpretations, and in Constitutional intent, deals solely

with general public uses.

r



"He as a right to make a copy or import a copy, etc., for his private
study and use, and what he can do for himself he can do through an agent.
The library, making a copy, by any means, at the specific request of a

scholar, of an article for his private study and use, is simply acting as his

agent to do for him, at his specific request, and for his private use, what
the scholar has every right to do for himself. The method of copying has
nothing to do with this, and the Copyright Law has nothing to say about this.
It is completely outside the scope of 17 USC.

"If, later, the scholar makes a general public use of the material,
then the statute and its interpretations apply, regardless of whether the

source from which he made the use was the original or a copy prepared by

any means."

THE DECISION OF THE FULL COURT OF CLAIMS IN FAVOR OF THE LIBRARIES.

The opinion of the full seven-judge panel substantially reversed
the findings of the Commissioner. "We conclude," said Judge Oscar H.

Davis in the November 27, Z973, opinion, "that plaintiff has failed to

show that the defendant's use of the copyrighted material has been

'unfair,' and conversely we find that these practices have up to now

been 'fair.' There has been no infringement."

On the other hand, the decision was hardly a sweeping victory for

Libraries. The verdict applied only to the peculiar circumstances of
NTH and NLM and the medical research community. Stressing the narrowness

of the decision, Judge Davis urged Congress to update the Zara and take

modern technology into consideration.

The decision did, however, adopt a different approach to many of the

dues lions considered by the Commissioner in the earlier opinion. Among

the points covered in the decision were:

COPYING AND PUBLISHING

"Section 1 of the [Copyright] Act, 17 U.S.C. § 1, declares that the

copyright owner 'shall have the exclusive right: (a) To print, reprint,

publish, copy, and vend the copyrighted work; ***' Read with blinders,

this language might seem on its surface to he all-comprehensive-especially
the term 'copy'-but we are convinced, for several reasons, that 'copy' is

not to be taken in its full litc:ral sweep....

'Defendant and some of the ami'. i say that, to be consistent with the

intent and purpose of earlier statutes, the 'copying' proscription of § I

should not apply to hooks or periodicals; rather, only the proscribed acts
of 'piinting,"reprinting' and 'puhli.,hing' control books and periodicals.

The proponents of this view stress that the legislative history of the 1909

legislation does not suggest any purpose to alter the previous coverage.



"This is quite A serious argument. However, in view of Congress'

general inclusion of the word 'copy' in Section 1 and of the practice

under the Act since 1909, we are not ready to accept fully this claim that

infringement of periodical articles can come only through 'printing,'

'reprinting' or 'publishing.' But we do believe this point-that there is

a solid doubt whether and how far 'copy' applies to books and journals-

must be taken into account in measuring the outlines of 'copying' as it

involves books and articles.

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS AND COPYING

"Adding to this doubt that 'copy' blankets such printed matter is the

significant implication of a special segm-At of the background of the 1909

statute', a sector of history which is peripheral but revealing. The then

Librarian of Congress, Herbert Putnam, was the leading public sponsor of

that Act (outside of Congress itself), and was intimately involved in its

preparation from at least 1906 on. While the bill was being considered in

Congress, the Library's 1908 'Rules and Practice Governing t:1(1 Use and

Issue of Books,' p. 6, specifically provided:

'Potograrhing. Photographing is freely permitted.

The permission extends to the building itself and any

of its parts, including the mural decorations. It extends

to articles bearing claim of copyright, but the Library

gives no assurance that the photograph may be repro-

duced or republished or placed on sale. These are mat-

ters to be settled with the owner of the copyright'

(emphasis added).

\fter the 1909 Act became law, the Library continued the same provision. The

1913 version of the 'Rules and Practice' added the following on 'Photostat,'

after the above paragraph on 'Photographing' :

Photo-duplicates of books, newspapers, maps, etc. can

be furnished at a reasonable rate by means of the photo-

--it, installed in the Chief Clerk's Office. Apply to.the

Chief for a schedule of charges.

Later editions, throughout Dr. Putnam's tenure (which ended in 1939), contained

the same or comparable provisions. Indeed, when he left his post in 1939, he

w.is honored by the American Council of Learned Societies because (among other

things) 'You have led in adapting the most modern photcigraphic processes to

the needs of the scholar, and have *** made widely available for purposes of

research copies of your collections ***.' This illuminating slice of history,

covering the time of enactment and the first three decades of the 1909 Act,

should not he ignored,

"Thee are the leading reasons why we cannot stop with the dictiona/..

or 'normal' definition of 'copy'-nor can we extract much affirmative help

from the surfacial legislative text. As for the other rights given in

Section 1, 'vend' is clearly irrelevant (since NIH and NLM do not sell), and



the applicability to this case of 'print,' and 'publish' is more dubious

than of 'copy.' The photocopy process of NTH and NLM, described in Part I,
supra, does not even amount to printing or reprinting in the strict
dictionary sense; and if the words be used more broadly to include all
mechanical reproduction of a number of copies, they would still not cover
the making of a single copy for an individual requester. If the requester
himself made a photocopy of the article for his own use on a machine made
available by the library, he might conceivably be 'copying' but he would
not be 'printing' or 'reprinting.' The library is in the same position
when responding to the ,.' ,ands of individual researchers acting separately.

"For similar reasons there is no 'publication' by the library, a con-
cept which invokes general distribution, or at least a supplying of the
material to a fairly large group. The author of an uncopyrighted manuscript
does not lose his common law rights, via publication, by giving photocopies
to his friends for comment or their personal use-and publication for
Section 1 purposes would seem to have about the same coverage. In any
event, the hitherto uncodified principles of 'fair use' apply to printing,
reprinting, and publishing, as well as to copying; and therefore the
collocation of general words Congress chose for Section 1 is necessarily
inadequate, by itself, to decide this case.

FAIR USE AND PUBLIC BENEFIT

"In the fifty-odd years since the 1909 Act, the major tool for probing
what physical copying amounts to unlawful 'copying' (as well as what is
unlawful 'printing,' reprinting' and 'publishing') has been the gloss of
'fair use' which the courts have put upon the words of the statute. Pre-

cisely because a determination that a use is 'fair,' or 'unfair,' depends
on an evaluation of the complex of individual and varying factors bearing
upon the particular use (see H.R. Rep. No. 83, 90th Cong., 1st Sess., p.29),
there has been no exact or detailed definition of the doctrine. The courts,
congressional committees, and scholars have had to be content with a general
listing of the main considerations-together with the example of specific
instances ruled 'fair' or 'unfair.' These overall factors are now said to
he: (a) the purpose and character of the use, (b) the nature of the copy-
righted work, (c) the amount and substantiality of the material used in
rel,tion to the copyrighted work as a whole, and (d)the effect of the use
on z. copyright owner's potential market for and value of his work.

-in addition, the development of 'fair use' has been influenced by
some tension between the direct aim of the copyright privilege to grant
the owner a right from which he can reap financial benefit and the more
fundamental purpose of the protection 'To promote the Progress of Science
and the useful Arts.' U.S. Const., art. 1, § 8. The House committee which
recommended the 1909 Act said that copyright was '[n]ot primarily for the
:enefit of the author, but primarily for the benefit of the public.' H.R.
Rep. No. 2222, 60th Cong., 2d Sess., p. 7. The Supreme Court has stated
that 'The copyright law, like the patent statutes, makes reward to the
owner a secondary consideration.' Maser v Stein, 347 U.S. 201, 219 (1954);
Unite States v.Paramount Pictures, 334 U.S. 131, 158 (1948). See Breyer,
The .7neacy Case for Copyright: A study of Copyright in Books, Photocopies,
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and Computer Programs, 84 Harv. L. Rev. 281 (1970). To serve the constitu-

tional purpose, 'courts in passing upon particular claims of infringement

.must ?ccasionally subordinate the copyright holder's interest in a maximum

financial return to the greater public interest in the development of art,

science and industry.' Berlin v. F.C. Publications, Inc., 329 F. 2d 541,

(2d Cir. 1964). Whether the privilege may justifiably be applied to

particular materials turns initially on the nature of the materials, e.g.,

whether their distribution would serve the public interest in the free

dissemination of information and whether their preparation requires some

use of prior materials dealing with the same subject ,matter. Consequently,

the privilege has been applied to works in the fields of science, law,

medicine, history and biography.' Rosemont Enterprises, Inc. v. Random

House, Inc., 366 F. 2d 307 (C.A. 2, 1966).

"It has sometimes been suggested that the copying of an entire copy-

righted work, any such work, cannot ever be 'fair use,' but this is an

overbroad generalization, unsupported by the decisions and rejected by

years of accepted practice. The handwritten or typed copy of an article,

for personal use, is one illustration, let alone the thousands of copies

of poems, songs, or such items which have long been made by individuals,

and sometimes given to lovers and others. Trial Judge James F. Davis, who

considered the use now in dispute not to be 'fair,' nevertheless agreed

that a library could supply single photocopies of entire copyrighted works

to attorneys or courts for use in litigation. It is, of course, common

for courts to be given photocopies of recent decisions, with the publish-

ing company's headnotes and arrangement, and sometimes its annotations. There

are other examples from everyday legal and personal life. We cannot

1)011eve, for instance, that a judge who makes and gives to a colleague a

photocopy of a law review article, in one of the smaller or less available

joHrnals, which bears directly on a problem both judges are then considering

in a case before them is infringing th,. copyright, rather than making 'fair

use' of his issue of that journal. Similarly with the photocopies of

particular newspaper items and articles which are frequently given or

..vnt by one friend to another. Th..re is, in short, no inflexible rule

cAsAuding an entire copyrighted work from the area of 'fair use.' Instead,

th, extent of the copying is one important factor, but only one, to he

taken into account, along with several others.

PHOTO('UPIH

"We start by emphac,i7in TI.At (A) Nil! and N1.M are non-profit institu-

low:, devoted solely to the advancewent and dissemination of medical

i.,:wled,;e which they seek to further by the challenged practices, and are

:!ot attempting to profit or gain financially by the photocopying; (b) the

--di:al researchers who have thwA. libraries for the photocopies are

1:1 this particular case (and ordinarily) scientific researchers and

practitioners who need the articles for personal use in their scientific

wilri and have no purpose to reduplicate them for sale or other general dis-

tribution; and (e) the copied articles are scientific studies useful to the
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requesters in their work. On both sides-library and requester-scientific
prcgress, untainted by any commercial gain from the reproduction, is the
hallmark of the whole enterprise of duplication. There has been no
attempt to misappropriate the work of earlier scientific writers for for-
bidden ends, but rather an effort to gain easier access to the material for
study and research. This is important because it is settled that, in
general, the law gives copying for scientific purposes a wide scope....

"Roth libraries have4declared and enforced reasonably strict limita-
tions which, to our mind, keep the duplication within appropriate confines.
The details are set forth in Part I supra, and in our findings. Both
institutions normally restrict copying on an individual request to a
single copy of a single article of a journal issue, ana to articles of
less than 50 pages. Though exceptions are made, they do not appear to be
.)xcessive, unwarranted, or irrational. For instance, though on occasion
one person was shown to have ordered or received more than one photocopy
of the same article, the secon4 copy was for a colleague's use or to
replace an illegible or undelivered copy. Some care is also taken not
to have excessive copying from one issue or one volume of the periodical.
While a certain amount of duplication of articles does, of co,:rse, occur,
it does not appear to be at all heavy. There is no showing whatever that
the recipients use the libraries' photocopying process to sell the copies
or distribute them broadly.

"NIH responds only to requests from its own personnel, so that its
entire photoduplication system is strictly 'in-house'--in the same way
that a court's library may sipply a judge of that court with a copy of a
law journal article or a reported decision. NLM fulfills requests more
generally but it has adoptpd the practice of not responding (outside of the
Government) where the article appears in a recent (preceding 5 years) issue
of a periodical on its 'widely-available list.' The result is that the
duplication of recent issues of generally available journals is kept within
the Government, and distribution to the larger medical public is limited
to older, less available issues and to journals which are harder to obtain
from medical libraries. It is a fair inference, supported by this record,
that at the very least in the latter classes the demand has been inade-
quately filled by reprints and the publisher's sale of back issues. Sc, P also,

Part Ill, 4, .!>?fra. In those instances not covered by 'five year' policy,
the impression left by the record is that, on the whole, older rather than
current articles were usually requested.

point,; to the very large number, in absolute terms,
'he .,-opies r;ade each year by the two libraries. We do not think this
decisi%e. In view of the large numbers of scientific personnel served
Ind the great size of the Iibraries-'H has over 100,000 volumes of journal
;7.aterials alone, and NLM is currently binding over 18,000 journals each
year-t:le amount of copying does not ..wen to us tr., have been excessive or

disproportionate. The important factor is not the absolute amount, but
(1.7eat .f !i !ho and purpose of the system of limita-

tior!. Imposed and enforced, and (ii) the effectiveness of that system to
confine the duplication for the perconal use of scientific persornel who
aced the material for their worl.., with the minimum of potential abuse or
ham to the copyright owner. The practices of NIH and NLM, as shown Ly the



record, pass both of these tests, despite the large number of copies

annually sent out.

SCHOLARLY USE AND POTENTIAL SALES

"The fact that photocopying by libraries of entire articles was done

with hardly any (and at most very minor) complaint, until about 10 or 15

years ago, goes a long way to show both that photoduplication cannot be
designated as infringement per se, and that there was at least a time when

photocopying, as then carried on, was 'fair use.' ...

"There is no doubt in our minds that medical science would be

seriously hurt if such library photocopying were stopped. We do not spend

time and space demonstrating this proposition. It is admitted by plaintiff

and conceded on all sides. ... The supply of reprints and back numbers
is wholly inadequate; the evidence shows the unlikelihood of obtaining

such substitutes for photocopies from publishers of medical journals or

authors of journal articles, especially for articles over three years old.

It is, moreover, wholly unrealistic to expect scientific personnel to

subscribe regularly to large numbers of journals which would only occasionally

contain articles of interest to them. Nor will libraries purchase exten-

sive numbers of whole subscriptions to all medical journals on the chance

that an indeterminate number of articles in an indeterminate number of issues

will be requested at indeterminate times. The result of a flat pro-

script:.on on library photocopying would be, we feel sure, that medical, and

scientific personnel would simply do without, and have to do without, many

of the articles they now desire, need, and use in their work.

"Plaintiff insists that it has been financially hurt by the photocopy-

ing practices of NLM and NIH, and of other libraries. The trial judge

thought that it was reasonable to infer that the extensive photocopying has

resulted in some loss of revenue to plaintiff and that plaintiff has lost,

or failed to get, 'some undetermined and indeterminable number of journal

subscriptions (perhaps small)' by virtue of the photocopying. thought

that the persons requesting photocopies constituted plaintiff's market an('

that each photocopy user is a potential subscriber 'or at least a potential

source of royalty income fcr licenses copying.'

"The record made in t} s case does not sustain that assumption.

Defendant made a thorough efort to try to ascertain, so far as possiule,

the effect of photoduplication on plaintiff's business, including the

presentation of an expert witness. The unrefuted evidence shows that

(a) between 1958 and 1969 annual subscriptions to the four medical

journals involved increased substantially (for three of them, very much

so;, annual subscription sales likewise increased substantially, and

total annual income also grew; (b) between 1959 and 1966, plaintiff's

annual taxable income increased from $272,000 to $726,000, fell to $589,000

in 1967, and in 1968 to $451,000; k.-) but the. four journals in suit account

for P. relatively small percentage of plaintff's total business and over

the years each has been profitable ,One need not enter the semantic

31-
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over whether the photocopy supplants the original article itself or is
merely in substitution for the library's loan of the original issue to
recognite,as we have already pointed out, that there other possibilities.
If photocopying were forbidden, the researchers, instead of stibscribing to

_more journals or trying to obtain or buyback- issues or reprints (usually
unavailable), might expend extra rime in note-taking or waiting their-turn
for the library's copies of the original issues-or they might very well
cut down their reading and do without much of the information they not
get through NLM's and NM's cop :'ing system.

"The record shows that each of the individual requesters in this case
already subscribed, personally, to a number of medical journals, and it is
very questionable how many more, if any, they would add. The great prob-
lems with reprints and back-issues have already been noted. In the
absence of. photocopying, the financial, time-wasting, and other difficul-
ties of obtaining the material could well lead, if human experience is a
guide, to a simple but drastic reduction in the use of the many articles
(now sought and read) which are not absolutely crucial to the individual's
work but are merely stimulating or helpful: The probable effect on
scientific progress goes without saying, but for this part of our dis-
cussion the significant element is that plaintiff, as publisher and copy-
right owner, would not be better off. Plaintiff would merely be the dog
in the manger.

PREEMINENTLY A PROBLEM FOR CONGRESS

"Plaintiff's answer is that it is willing to license the libraries,
on payment of a reasonable royalty, to continue photocopying as they have.
Our difficulty with that response-in addition to the absence of proof that
plaintiff has yet been hurt, and the twin doubts whether plaintiff has a
viable license system whether any satisfactory program can be created
without legislation-is that the 1909 Act does not provide for compulsory
licensing in this field. All that a court canido is to determine the
photocopying an infringement, leaving it to the owner to decide whether to
license or to prohibit the practice ...

"[If] photocopying of this type is an infringement the owners are
free under the law to seek to enjoin any and all nongovernmental libraries.
A licensing system would be purely voluntary with the copyright proprietor.
We consider it entirely beyond judicial power, under the 1909 Act, to
order an owner to institute such a system if he does not wish to. We
think it eq..ially outside a court's present competence to turn the deter-
mination of 'fair use' on the owner's willingness to license-to hold that
photocopying (without royalty payments) is not 'fair use' if the owner
is willing to license at rcisonahle rates but becomes a 'fair use' if the
owner is adamant and refuses all permission (or seeks to charge excessive
fees).
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"The truth is that this is now preeminently a problem for Congress: to

decide the extent photocopying should be allowed, the questions of a compul-

sory licenseland the payments (if any) to the copyright owners, the system

for collecting those payments (lump-sum, clearinghouse, etc.), the special

status (if ahy) of scientific and educational needs. Obviously there is

much to be said on all sides. The choices involve economic, social, and

policy factors which are far better sifted byNa legislature. The possible

intermediate solutions are alio ofthe pragmatic kind legislatures, not

courts, can and should fashion....



CIDICIRESSABILCIERIELI

"I am just puzzled and perplexed and I guess
confused like most everybody in trying to
resolve this problem. I think I have a full
measure of sympathy for all interests; I mean,
I would like to see the publisher and author
and so forth compensated, and at the flame time
I don't see how ..."

--Senator John L. McClellan
Chairman of the Senate
Subcommittee on Patents,
Trademarks and Copyright

during a hearing on library
photocopying - July 31, 1973

The crucial problem with any copyright legislation is that, whoever is

helped, someone else is hurt. If the new copyright bill gives royalty

payments to 1. singers for pop records played over the radio, then disc
jockey show! nave to charge more to advertisers. If the bill makes cable
television promoters pay royalties for network TV programs they retransmit,

then monthl charges go up for thousands of CATV subscribers.

Any legislator making a decision on copyright is bound to incur some-

one's wrath. It took four years to hammer out the provisions of the 1909
Act, which had to deal for the first time with such modern contraptions as

player piano rolls and phonograph discs. The bill was finally passed by
Congress on the final day of Theodore Roosevelt's term in office and the

President signed the bill into law as he stood in the Capitol rotunda wait-

ing for Taft's inauguration to begin.10/

Although occasionally amended in the succeeding years, the existing
law is virtually the same as the 19n9 legislation. For the past ten years

Congress has made different attempts at writing a revised statute, but
with little success.

Me problem is that traditional copyright law often conflicts with

evolving technology. Thus, fur instance, a law curbing the use of copy-
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righted works as input for computer experiments severely limits the poten-

tial development of machine-readible literature though it protects the age-

old rights. of authors. The testimony before Sen. John McClellan's ___.-

Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks and Copyrights 11/ is rife with such

examples, each one describing the complaint of some allegedly injured party.

Therefore Congress, aware that whatever they do with copyright will enrage

someone, approaches any measure with a certain amount of loathing.

Complete agreement on any new legislation will be almost impossible to

obtain. The knottiest problem at the moment is cable television, but there

are numerous other battlegrounds as well. Some of the trouble spots, begin-

ning with the CATV issue, are listed here:

CABLE TELEVISION

In spite of two Supreme Court decisions and a 1971 "consensus

agreement" imposed by the White House, a fierce wrangle continues between

broadcasters, cable TV operators and the motion picture industry over

whether CATV operators should pay royalties for retransmitting commercial

television programs.

The essence of the decisions of the high court in the Fortnightly (1968)

and Teleprompter (1974) cases was that CATV was not in itself a performer of

a copyrighted work and thus was not liable to royalty payments. However, in

writing the majority opinion in the Teleprompter case Justice Potter Stewart

stressed that the courts were ill equipped to deal with modern technology

when forced to rely on the 65-year-old copyright law. "Any ultimate resolu-

tion of the many sensitive and important problems in this field must be left

to Congress," he wrote. 12/

Meanwhile, the White House and Federal Communications Commission had ob-

tained agreements in 1971 between the opposing parties which allowed CATV to

import two signals in return for everyone's support of new copyright legisla-

tion. Sen. McClellan interpreted the agreement as White House interference

in legislative matters, however, and the battle continued. After a long

day of hearings in the summer of 1973 the Senator finally told Jack Valenti

of the Motion Picture Association of America, "Personally, I would like for

the problem to go away. Apparently it is not going to go away. We are

going to have to approach it and get some solution to it..."13/

But the solution does riot seem close at hand. The motion picture indus-

try has softened its position somewhat following the loss of the Teleprompter

case in the spring of 1974, but the lobbying continues. In addition CATV is

battling with broadcasters and professional sports interests over the right

to retransmit athletic events into markets blacked out to conventional

broadcasters by existing FCC rules.

The current copyright revision bill (S. 1361) provides that CATV opera-

tors will pay royalties calculated on a percentage of gross receipts and the

money will be distributed through the office of the Register of Copyrights.

3.3
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Obviously, the CATV industry is unhappy with this provision and it has

powerful backers on the Hill.

PERPORMERS' RIGHTS

In another area, the bill stipulates that broadcasters will be re-
quired to make a royalty payment to performers holding copyrights on record-
ings played over the air. Currently, a royalty is paid to composers through
performing rights societies, but not to performers.

Naturally, broadcasters arc unhappy with this added expense.

LENGTH OF COPYRIGHT

Within the education/library field there are also a number of prob-
lems in addition to the obvious One of library photocopying.

Traditionally, educators have objected to the bill's extending copy-
right protection for the life of the author plus SO years because they feel

this is an unnecessarily long term to keep the work out of the public domain

and benefits privirily the publishing industry. Not surprisingly, the pub-

lishers feel this is a key element in the bill. Current protection is for
28 years with the right of extending it for a second 28 years at which time

it expires.

COMPUTERS

Computer experts feel a provision requiring the payment of copyright

fees to publishers at the tine material is nlaced in a compu-

ter (as opposed to being printed out by the computer) severely limits the
opportunity for experimenting witEriew uses of technology because it makes

the experiments more expensive.

NON-PRINT MATERIAL

Educators are alarmed at a provision in the library photocopying section

which prohibits copying of "a musical work, a pictorial graphic or sculptural
work, or a motion picture or other audio-visual work" because they fear this

would eliminate even occasional copying of sheet music, charts, maps or other

illustrative matter from books for use in class discussions.

AND FINALLY, PHOTOCOPYING

Coming after all this, the objection of librarians to the photocopying

4j
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prohibition may seem uncomplicated.

In essence librarians object to one 19-word paragraph [Sec. 108(g)(2)]

which proscribes "systematic reproduction and distribution-of single or

multiple copies or phonorecords of material described..." Combining this with

examples given in the draft committee report, the conclus,,ion is that the

bill would prohibit all or almost all photocopying currently taking place

. in interlibrary loan transactions.

Coming on the heels of the Williams P, Wilkins decision, it is not sur-

prising that librarians and publishers see a direct connection between the

two. The result has been a hardening of the publishers' position on this

matter, which they see as essential to the future. Matters have been made

worse because of the announcement in April 1974 of a new consortium made up

of the New York Public Library, Yale, Harvard and Columbia libraries (calling

themselves the Research Library Group) designed to coordinate long-term

management decisions made by these institutions. An unfortunate news story

in the New York Timesl4/ on March 24, 1974, made it sound as if the purpose

of the group was to exchange hundreds of photocopies of previously held

journals every month in an effort to cut periodical subscriptions to the

bone. The 'libraries have strongly denied this, but the rumor persists with

the result that publishers have felt even more defensive than before about

photocopying.

The essential point the bill fails to take into account is that libraries

are not in business to compete with publishers. Libraries provide informa-

tion to people who cannot obtain the material somewhere else, either be-

cause it is not available, inconvenient or prohibitively expensive.

Evidence in the Williams & Wilkins case showed that libraries simply are not

supplanting a publisher's market when they make a journal available. Whether

that journal is delivered to a desk in the reference room or to a library

500 miles away, the circumstances are the same. Photocopying in interlibrary

loan at the request of a patron is not going to put anyone out of business.

ihe case was cogently put by Pr. Edmon Low, director of the New College

Library in Sarasota, Florida, and chairman of the American Library Associa-

tion's Copyright Subcommittee, when testifying before Sen. McClellan's

subcommittee in 1973:

"It is usually not known that the interlibrary loan arrangement often

encourages the entering of additional subscriptions by the library rather

than reducing the number as is often -barged. It is a truism that a librarian

would rather have a title at hand rather than to have to borrow even under

the most convenient circumstances. Consequently, when the time comes

around each year to consider the serials list of subscriptions, the record of

interlibrary loans is scanned and titles are included from which articles

have been requested with some frequency during the year. In our library

the number is two: if we have had two or more requests for articles from

the same title during the year, we enter a subscription. This not only

indicates how the procedure can help the periodical publishers but also

indicates that if only one article or none was copied from a title during

a year, the journal could not have been damaged materially in the process."1S/
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The Association of Research Libraries has suggested that the words
"so as substantially to impair the market of value of the copyrighted
work" should be inserted into the anti-copying clause of the bill, both
as testimony to the good .faith of librarians and to reflect reality.

But the major problem with the proposed legislation lies in the
undefinable term "systematic reproduction."

The National Library of Medicine carries out wi\extremely efficient --
indeed, a systematic -- photocopying operation. Because they are the
country's ultimate medical repository and because they supply thousands
of pages of photocopied research (both copyrighted and not copyrighted)
to countless numbers of doctors and researchers in hospitals and clinics
all across the country they have to be systematic or else they'd drown in
requests.

While the same degree of efficiency does not occur in many other
libraries, major institutions have employees assigned to handle photo-
copying requests, regulations governing copying, and a special area where
the work is done.

Is this systematic?

Or, to reverse the question, would it be "unsystematic" (and thus legal
in the words of the bill) if libraries threw out their union lists and
their interlibrary loan codes rnd just copied on a patch-up basis with
nobody sure what to do?

Obviously, the only way to go about photocopying and loaning material,
whether copyrighted or not, is "systematically." The task now is to con-
vince Congress and the publishers that this is not a threat to the advance-
ment of knowledge and profits.

What are the chances of this bill, with its prohibition of systematic
photocopying, becoming law?

Most people watching Congress agree that, ,..ven that if the Senate could
are on the threshold issues of CAT\' and recording royalties, it is unlikely
that the House would act on the bill in this Congress. Thomas Brennan,
counsel to McClellan's copyright subcommittee, has said publicly there is
"absolutely no chance Of passage this Congress." Barbara Ringer, the Register
of Copyrights, echoes this judgment.

out it is quite certain that some interim legislation will go through
to extend expiring copyrights and to curb record piracy. Ringer has said
there is also some talk about the need to establish a special study commit'ee
within the Copyright Office to investigate the photocopying problem.

Whatever happens, there is the strong possibility that numerous pro-
visions in .any copyright bill which fails in this Congress will continue
to come up in succeeding years either re-introduced as a similar revision
bill or brought up as individual amendments to the existing law.



For this reason it seems wise that librarians have a working knowledge
of the relevant parts of the bill as proposed by the Senate Judiciary
Committee on June 11.

Versions of the Committee Report on the bill now making the rounds

of Capitol Hill in drhft form are little help to librarians. One draft

suggests that systematic reproduction occurs when a library makes copies
of materials it owns available to other libraries "under formal or informal
arrangements whose p6pose or effect is to have the reproducing library
serve as their source of such material." Arrangements such as this, the

report posits, "may" substitute for subscriptions which libraries would

otherwise have to purchase.

The draft goes on to say that, while a specific definition of
"systematic copying" is impossible "the following examples serve to
illustrate some of the copying prohibited by subsection (g)." The three

examples include:

1) a research library's interlibrary loan progtgm which copies

articles in biology journals on request in the same way NLM provide;

copies of medical journal articles.

2) a research center for scientists which provides its staff with

photocopies of journal articles much as does NIH.

3) a library system in which each branch library subscribes to
specific journals and provides photocopies of articles to the other

branches as the Research Libraries GroUp was allegedly planning to do.

Reprinted here are the pertinent sections of the bill, as reported

out by the Senate Judiciary Committee. The danger in the existing wording

and the failure to define "systematic" should be evident to every
librarian.
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§ 106. Exclusive rights in copyrighted works
Subject to sections 107 through 117, the owner of copyright under

this title has the exelosice rights to do and to authorize any of the

following:
(1) to reproduce the copyrighted work in copies or phono-

records;
(2) to prepare derivative works based upon the copyrighted

work;
(3) to distribute I °pies or phonorecords of the copyrighted

/crack to the public by safe or tamer transfer of ownership, or by

,.entol.lcase.oe lending ;

(4) in the case of litcrory.mosical.dramatic,and choreographi
oeks. otom imcs, motion pictures aud other audiovisual works,

ond sound eicoedioos. to preform the ropyriyhtrd work publicly:
the elm of lit, ea, y, r,lusicrtl, dramatic and rhoreoymphic

works. pantomino awl pleto, IV. graphic, or scolptural works.

;osiodiug th, ;lid; eidoal ;maws of o motion pirtoec or other
audioimool work, to disploy thr copyrighted work publicly.

§ 107. Limitations on exclusive rights: Fair use
Xot withstanding the procisloos of section it)6. the fair use of a

copyrighted work, including such use by reproduction in copies or
phonoreords or by any other means specified by that section, for pur-

poses such as criticism, rommrnt, news reporting, teaching, scholar-

ship. or research. is not an in friogentent of copyright. In determining
whether the use made of a work in any particular case is a fair use

the tailors to lo consid, red shall include:
(1) the purpose and character of the use;

(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;
(3) the amount (Ind substantiality of the portion used in re

lotion to the copyrighted work as a whole; anal

(4) the effect of fir( upon the potential market for or value

of the copyrighted work.

§ 108. Limitations on exclusive rights: Reproduction by libraries

and archives
(a) .Votwilluitalulibq th, prorisions of section. 106, it is not an in-

fringement of copyright for a library or archives, or ary of its ern,-
ploy, , x acting within the scope of their employment, to reproduce no

more than ooe copy or phonon, cord of a work, or distribute such copy

or phonorecord. under the conditions specified by this section, if:
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(I) The reproduction or distribution is made without any pur-

pose of direct or indirect commercial advantage; and

.(8) The collections of the library or archives are (1) open to the

public, or (ii) iavailab44 not only to reseawhers affiliatedwith the

library or archives or with the institution of which. it is a part, but

also to other persons doing research in a specialized field,

(S) The reproduction. or distribution of the work includes a

notice of copyright.
(6) The rights of reproduction and distribution under this section

apply to a copy or phonorecord of an unpublished work duplicated in

facsimile form solely for purposes of preservation and security or for

deposit for msearch use in. another library or archives of the type de-

stribed by clause (?) of subsection (a), if the copy or phonorecord

reproduced is eugntly in the collections of the library or archives.

(e) The right of reproduction under this section applies to a copy

or phonorecord of a published work duplicated in facsimile fonnsolely

for the purpose of rep/We/114'1d of a ropy or phonorecord that is dam-

deterioroting,lost, or 001 I 11. if the library or archives has, after

a reasonable effort, determined that an unused replacement cannot be

obt(third at a fair price.

(d) The rights of re produet ;oil arid distribution, under this section

apply to a copy. made from the collection of a library or archives

where the user makes his request or from that of another library or

archir, 14. of no snore Mao out article or other contribution, to a copy-

eightea eolleetiot, or Ville, or to a copy or ph011OPeCard of a

small part of any other copyr.ghted work,if

(1) Tin ropy /Heft/of, the prop rty of the user. and the library

has had no oot;,, thdt Mr copy would be used for any

forpos, oth,, study. scholarship, or resear('h: and

.3) The tibrdry or do h;ef'.: ffiAid!Ng ,WO/ y. at the place

?phi e, orders dr, ,li'f't pti ..111(1 its r forma warn -

;nu of Pop91';dhi (// 1111,1'! h )iiri 'Wen tV that the Reg-

ister of t'opyr;yhts shall ph-si cil hy refruldtion.

eidlits, nl rf fir/Ifni! /ILVI 1.ThIlt;fin 11114.1tY this section

a pp/ I/ to thy , .,k, or to a ..o,bstuntial part of it. made from. the

,/ ,1 1300, 1,, 0, dr, h,., A ,elo tlo user mak, s to's request or

front that of diddle, r 1;hcary dr'', if the 0)0101 Ca' arehlreli has

first 'let, 1111;11.1i nil tiff iuniim (if 15 tpnanItlie inrestiaation that a ropy

or phopor, ()id the or work edonot he obtained at a fair
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(I) The copy becomes the property of the user, and the library

or arrhires has had no notice that the copy would be wed for any

purpose other than private study, scholarship, or research; and

(2) The library or arehitys displays prominently, at the place

wh, re orders are accepted. and includes on its order form,a warn-

ing of eopyright In accordance with requirements that the Register

of ropyri9. , shall prescribe by regulation.

(f) Nothifig in this section
(1) shall he construed to impose liability for copyright in-

t islys ur, lrl omm a /Awry or archives or.its employees for the un-

.04p, prised of reproducing equipment located on its premises,

proeid,d that such r eitt; pint nt displays a notice that the making

,,f opy may he xrihje et to the copyright law;

',erg()); Who timAt surh reproducing equipment or

who ei guests a ropy wide Aubsection (d) from liability for ropy-

, ;,/ht pimirment fm. 'my mach act, or for any later use of Ruch

rupt1, ,1 , I I fat , 101 Mx prorided by section 107;

t.i) in any way an', r is the right of fair use as provided by 8er-

eur any e wsteartosil obligations assumed at any time by

the tibey or a crle;«,, , rile, n it obtained a ropy or phonorerord of

It Work in its evillre'fitm.v

f hi: iyhiA of re pyaluetion and distribution under this seetion

extruld to the isolated and unrelated reproduction or distribution of a

oyl, ropy or phonorreord of the same material on separate occasions,

but do out ext, cal to ( axe", where the library or archives, or its em-

ploys e

I ) iY 'Iwo rr or lob; ,obxtantial reason to believe that it is en-

gag; sui th, es lot, or oocerted reposlurtion or distribution of

phonors fads of the 80M. material, whether

/oast, us, sus, us or ors r riOd of time and whether in

t, d foe qua,' riot, ton by One or more iild;riditabt or for sep

re,.ete let/ the ineleidued neembers of a group: or

rnyage s in the Art. rilatir re produelie,r, oe distribution of

.,1sals 10' 110101.it 0/i1.04 01' phlinort e0Id.ki Of Illater;a1 described

?lion td).
I he ce-ghts of rind distribution one'« r Hertilln

10 'a)/ III a 101410.Cal 11'01k. pictorial, graphif for twolpfttral work.

, /O, 1N r, or (Art' litidio-r;SLIO/ Work. tpf that no Jelleh

oo, xfoilf .1Aid 1/ ittt h re t to rtqhfri tirtintt ti by xubnetionA

I. ) 0,4
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CONCLUSION

rn some cases, the i.mportrrru of copyright is vital,
is truly a test of survival. Tf copyright protection
shculd he seriously eroried, the puL)lications simply
would cease to exist and a part al the industry
7.tou1.1 die.

--Curtis Benjamin, President
American Association of Publishers

in Publishers Weekly,
March 11, 1474

T wrzlly bc7ieve that the coryright proprietors
oufficiently understanr! how library

sy:1.,:ms work, for they ii 4 h e:4 would find
us.th systems reau?.t in ,2n T' 'aae 1n purchas ng

rat;zer than the -Tpcoite. It certev.ray has
been true in my area....

--David Sabsav, Director
Santa Posa-Sonoma County
Free Public Library

in a letter to the Chairman of

the American Library Association

Convriaht Subcommittee

There is a certain amount of balderdash in the attack led by

Wilkins against the library world. On the one hand the marketing

weep crocodile tears for the disappearing journals and the fading

of the publishers. On the other hand they conjure up pictures of

Williams r,

exnerts
profits
librarians



.standing guard over their copying machines, or worse,, handing enraged patrons

a reprint-house order slip.

Despite claims to the contrary it seems unlikely that Williams &

Wilkins, or any other publishers for that matter, warts to cope with the

problems of t&llying up the debts of the Podunk County Libraty System's

photocopying operation, sending invoices,.returning receipts in quadrupli-

cate to municipal treasurers. Nor are they, prepared to handle a flood of

unrelated requests from all over the world demanding reprints of articles

published over the past 65 yeals.

Advocates of private enterprise have suggested that if libraries would

only stop pirating photoc..,pieF a flourishing rtprint industry would grow

overnight to fill the needs of researchers. The argument fails to recognize

the obvious fact that renrinters would have to go tc the library to gat their

materials in many instances. Ani furthermore, no reeder is going to kait

two weeks for the reprint house to 'scare up the missing article.

Publishers appear to be simply interested in getting more money for

what they &re already dong. In the past new years, with the decline in

federai support for research and the simultaneous sluggishness of the econom),

publishers' markets have shrunk. Offices and institutions which previously
held two subscriptions to the same magazine now may take only one and pass

it around -- or ccpy pertinent parts. This hurts the publisher.

One solution is to stor photocopying. But no on' _ally thinks a

stronger copyright law will turn off the copying machi:..:s in law firms,

government agencies, curporation headquarters and all the other places be-

sides libraries where people copy without chipping in 2 cents a page for the

publisher.

The ocher solution is to charge institutions more than individuals fo..-

their subscriptions and allow them to copy anything they want. Then, if

photocopying really begins to cut irto profita, up goes the institutional

price.

But a differentiated price system is tricky. There has to 1):: some pre -

cf-oent same trade-off. From the publisher's point of view the best place to

start is by asserting a right to royalties From photocopying. Tf institutional

coryjig as it's now done can be mac. illegal, then publishers in magnanimously

issue blanket licenses to libraries and other institutions allowing them to

make a certain number of copies for a price.

he tre:. I ha., already hegtul. Several technical Publishers have plo-

-oed that sub-..crihers nay an a,!ied. rRe cost or a timp sum yearly for the

t( rake photocopies. Barbara t?inger has stated publicly that she ,eels

the photocopy.ng section of the proposed copyrignt revision bill now before

Congress is "th,:s framework in which blanket licensing will have to come about."

but publisherY complaints ahout photocopying may only be symptomatic

of deeper ills within the indu-;try.

In an incisii,e article apne:iring in the March 29, 1974, issue o+'

John Walsh, the maga::ne's "News and Comment" editor, spggests that the

i-j
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ph,:tocopying problems have occured because esoteric journals have multi-
plier bo fast they have outstripp d their market. b/

"Journal publishing," he wrote "does not prOvide a-Model of logic or
efficiency. The years after World W r II were a period'of unprecedented
growth for science and consequently f r scientific journals. This growth,

course, has been large;: fueled by deral funding. In the case of
journals, the government not only underwTites page charges in nonprofit
journals but has also subsidized journal income by, for example, making sub-
scriptions chargeable to research grants. \\Perhaps even more important,
funding agencies have found many direct and'Andirect ways to subsidize the
creation of new journals.

"There is no question of the importance of the role of the federal
agencies in the expansionary period of journal publishing, and cutbacks in
federal science fune.ing in recent years have clearly 0dded to the pressure
on journals.

"Man) journals now find it difficult to react to these pressures....
The reaction of scientific publishers as a group to increasing costs has
been to raise prices at a rate that puts them at the top of all the charts
plotting inflation in the periodical field."

The more esoteric the publication, he added, "the smaller the number of
potential subscribers and, because of the economics oc the game, the more
expensive the joornal.... (As) prices have gone ur, individual subscribers
have dropped out, leaving research libraries as the major source of subscrip-
tion revenue."

To put it bluntly, libraries are being pressed to Day up where govern-
ment and the subscribers have refused. Photocopying is the initial batty;.

What publishers seem not to realize is that libraries cannot blithely
past., on the costs to their customers. Libraries are a service. They operate
at a lo!,,s. The only way to contain that loss is to contain expenses. A
-normal library can only subscribe to so many journals, can only purchase so
many hooks, can only house so many newspaper.;. For the less popular or more
esoteric item even Yale or the Library of CoLgress depends on borrowing
from other institutions. v,

A hard-line copyright law and open-ended licensing fees will only succeed
in removing more journals from circulation, making the knowledge in them
inacc,.s.;ible to everyone.

And if this happens it will not he just a few scholarly users of
technical jou:nals who will he depraived. In the final analysis it will
he the public at large that loses its right of access. Information will
become the unique prc erty of the seller, doles out only to the select
lot.' who can afford i-.
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